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IntroductionIntroduction

For many years ago , computer and network expertsFor many years ago , computer and network experts  ((WHITEHATSWHITEHATS))  have fought to have fought to 
stay ahead of computer criminals (stay ahead of computer criminals (BLACKHATSBLACKHATS). As blackhats became more skilled and ). As blackhats became more skilled and 
computers became more powerful, conventional security measures bcomputers became more powerful, conventional security measures became less ecame less 
effective. effective. 

This evolved This evolved into a new field of study known as Computer and Network Forensics
(CNF). 

CNF is the art of discovery and retrieval of information about computer related crime in 
such a way that the gathered information is admissible in court.



IntroductionIntroduction

There are two sides to CNF efforts.There are two sides to CNF efforts.

–– To assess the impact of the malicious or suspect act or acts. InTo assess the impact of the malicious or suspect act or acts. In order to bring a order to bring a 
computer criminal to justice, it must be possible to show that scomputer criminal to justice, it must be possible to show that sufficient damage has ufficient damage has 
been done so that the act can be accurately classified as a crimbeen done so that the act can be accurately classified as a crime. e. 

–– To gather information that legally binds the act or acts that caTo gather information that legally binds the act or acts that caused the damage to used the damage to 
the perpetrator. the perpetrator. 



IntroductionIntroduction

Why We collect information about computer crimes ?Why We collect information about computer crimes ?

– Information is gathered to allow criminals to be prosecuted in court. This is the goal 
of Forensics. 

– Information is gathered that will help create counter- measures to prevent crimes. 
This is the goal of deception technology such as Honeypots. 



IntroductionIntroduction

CNF traditionally has had a different focus from mainstream computer and 
network security techniques :

– CNF is concerned with gathering information about attacks and perpetrators rather 
than directly protecting resources or information. 

– CNF has historically dedicated its efforts to actions taken after-the-fact, i.e. after 
malicious or suspicious activity has occurred, rather than activity that occurs before 
or during attacks



What is a Honeypots?What is a Honeypots?

Honeypots are host systems that attract intruders to enter the hHoneypots are host systems that attract intruders to enter the host by emulating a ost by emulating a 
known vulnerability. known vulnerability. 

Essentially, they are modified production systems that create coEssentially, they are modified production systems that create contained environments ntained environments 
where intruder actions can be more safely monitored and documentwhere intruder actions can be more safely monitored and documented Their have no ed Their have no 
real, valuable data or information. real, valuable data or information. 

Their main goal is to capture and analyze data in order to learnTheir main goal is to capture and analyze data in order to learn about the blackhat about the blackhat 
community.community.



What is a honeynetWhat is a honeynet  ??

A networked of interconnected production and honeypot nodes ,behA networked of interconnected production and honeypot nodes ,behind a firewall.  ind a firewall.  
Blackhats use it rather than your production system.Blackhats use it rather than your production system.

–– Records network and system data to logsRecords network and system data to logs
–– Designed to learn who would like to use your system without yourDesigned to learn who would like to use your system without your permission for permission for 

their own endstheir own ends
–– Gives organizations information when attackedGives organizations information when attacked

Learn vulnerabilitiesLearn vulnerabilities
Develop response plansDevelop response plans

–– Like Honeypots, Honeynets are designed to collect information frLike Honeypots, Honeynets are designed to collect information from intruders and om intruders and 
attempted intruders while containing the operations that these iattempted intruders while containing the operations that these intruders can ntruders can 
perform.perform.



What About Honeytraps ?What About Honeytraps ?

We coin the term "honeytraps" to reflect the tools that fall intWe coin the term "honeytraps" to reflect the tools that fall into any of these categories. o any of these categories. 

Honeytraps are systems (Honeypots or Honeynets) that are designeHoneytraps are systems (Honeypots or Honeynets) that are designed to be d to be 
compromised. compromised. 



HoneynetsHoneynets



Pitfalls ofPitfalls of  HoneytrapsHoneytraps  

There are several potential pitfalls of honeytraps :There are several potential pitfalls of honeytraps :

–– One based on its foundational goal of being a system that is estOne based on its foundational goal of being a system that is established to be ablished to be 
compromised. A concern is that once an intruder enters the honeycompromised. A concern is that once an intruder enters the honeytrap, they may be trap, they may be 
able to utilize some component of the honeytrap for an illicit pable to utilize some component of the honeytrap for an illicit purpose, e.g. as a urpose, e.g. as a 
zombie in a distributed denial of service attack. zombie in a distributed denial of service attack. 

–– A second concern is that once the blackhat enters the honeytrap,A second concern is that once the blackhat enters the honeytrap, they may be able they may be able 
to attack the honeytrap itself, shielding their actions from theto attack the honeytrap itself, shielding their actions from the designed honeytrap designed honeytrap 
monitors or by destroying or modifying the honeytrap activity lomonitors or by destroying or modifying the honeytrap activity logs. gs. 



Data CapturingData Capturing

Once a blackhat penetrates a honeytrap, there must be mechanismsOnce a blackhat penetrates a honeytrap, there must be mechanisms in place to detect in place to detect 
and record the actions that the intruder takes. Detecting and reand record the actions that the intruder takes. Detecting and recording that activity is cording that activity is 
termed termed Data Capture.

Data Capture should record every possible aspect of the blackhatData Capture should record every possible aspect of the blackhat activity, from activity, from 
keystrokes to transmitted packets.keystrokes to transmitted packets.

The purpose of data capture is to collect data to determine toolThe purpose of data capture is to collect data to determine tools, tactics, habits, and s, tactics, habits, and 
motives of specific blackhats, and of the blackhat community .motives of specific blackhats, and of the blackhat community .



Honeytrap UsesHoneytrap Uses  

Honeytrap are intended to let the blackhats in and allow them to operate in order to 
monitor their actions. As information is collected, blackhats are profiled and their 
techniques are analyzed.

Documenting Blackhat Techniques
– Documenting the blackhats activities during blackhats attack.

Profiling Specific Blackhats
– We now use the documenting information to create signatures to characterize 

specific blackhats. 



Inviting Blackhats InInviting Blackhats In

In order to be effective, honeytraps may need to generate hacking traffic by attracting 
intruders into the honeytrap.

Honeytrap may risky and the blackhats are able to turn the honeytrap into an attack 
engine. 

From a forensics standpoint, attracting intruders raises legal issues as well. If the 
attraction is sufficiently overt, the intruder's entry may be justified; in other words, 
honeytraps may be legally considered fair game to intruders.

Even if the intrusion is found to be illegal, the intruder may be able to claim that the 
attraction of the honeytrap served as entrapment. A challenge of combining forensics 
and honeytrap technologies is to resolve these issues.



Honeytrap ApproachesHoneytrap Approaches

There are three primary considerations that guide the approach tThere are three primary considerations that guide the approach that is hat is 
recommend: recommend: 

1) System vulnerabilities1) System vulnerabilities

We can configure honeytraps to identify a specific vulnerabilityWe can configure honeytraps to identify a specific vulnerability or set of vulnerabilities or set of vulnerabilities 
within a host or system.within a host or system.

2) Operating system attacks 2) Operating system attacks 
We can configure a honeytrap to mimic an operating system to detWe can configure a honeytrap to mimic an operating system to determine what ermine what 
vulnerabilities these systems have. vulnerabilities these systems have. 
Example Mantrap and CyberCop automated tools.Example Mantrap and CyberCop automated tools.

3) Network system attacks. system attacks. 
We can configure a honeytrap to simulate a network system and moWe can configure a honeytrap to simulate a network system and monitor the system nitor the system 
behaves and how its components interact under attack. behaves and how its components interact under attack. 



Honeytraps Used For Forensics?Honeytraps Used For Forensics?

To date, the information collected in honeytraps has not been inTo date, the information collected in honeytraps has not been intended for presentation tended for presentation 
in court.In order to use the information collected in honeytrapsin court.In order to use the information collected in honeytraps to prosecute the blackhat to prosecute the blackhat 
there are numerous legal issues to deal with.there are numerous legal issues to deal with.

As we discussed earlier, when an intruder is attracted into a hoAs we discussed earlier, when an intruder is attracted into a honeytrap, the honeytrap neytrap, the honeytrap 
owner assumes liability for the actions the intruder takes on thowner assumes liability for the actions the intruder takes on the honeytrap. e honeytrap. 



Honeytraps Used For Forensics?Honeytraps Used For Forensics?

Honeytraps are created to be attacked, so it is Honeytraps are created to be attacked, so it is unlikelyunlikely that an intruder could be that an intruder could be 
prosecuted for activities they undertake within a honeytrap sincprosecuted for activities they undertake within a honeytrap since it would be difficult to e it would be difficult to 
categorize the results of their activities as a crime. (no real categorize the results of their activities as a crime. (no real data)data)

Even if a crime can be established, if the intruder was attracteEven if a crime can be established, if the intruder was attracted into the honeytrap, it is d into the honeytrap, it is 
a good chance that they will be able to employ an entrapment defa good chance that they will be able to employ an entrapment defense. Even subtle ense. Even subtle 
attractions can be used to defeat prosecution via antiattractions can be used to defeat prosecution via anti--entrapment laws.entrapment laws.



Computer andComputer and  NetworkNetwork  ForensicsForensics  

The CNF ultimate goal is to provide sufficient evidence to allowThe CNF ultimate goal is to provide sufficient evidence to allow the blackhat to be the blackhat to be 
successfully prosecuted.successfully prosecuted.

In the traditional forensic model, gathering potential evidence In the traditional forensic model, gathering potential evidence started only after an started only after an 
attack was detected and an investigation was set in motion.attack was detected and an investigation was set in motion.



Forensics ModelsForensics Models

Traditional ModelTraditional Model



Forensics ModelsForensics Models

The new forensic model introduced to this cycle that allows the The new forensic model introduced to this cycle that allows the forensic process to be forensic process to be 
continuous. continuous. 



Architectures of Honeytraps Architectures of Honeytraps 

The architecture of how to connect the Honeytrap to the InternetThe architecture of how to connect the Honeytrap to the Internet in reference to the in reference to the 
production system must be determined. production system must be determined. 

There are two main architectures that facilitate the forensic inThere are two main architectures that facilitate the forensic investigation :vestigation :

11-- The serial architecture. The serial architecture. 
22-- The parallel architecture.The parallel architecture.



Serial Architecture Serial Architecture 

The serial honeytrap architecture works by placing the honeytrapThe serial honeytrap architecture works by placing the honeytrap between the Internet between the Internet 
and the production system.and the production system.
In this configuration, the honeytrap acts as a firewall.In this configuration, the honeytrap acts as a firewall.
All recognized users are filtered to the production system whileAll recognized users are filtered to the production system while blackhats are contained blackhats are contained 
in the honeytrap .in the honeytrap .



Serial ArchitectureSerial Architecture



Serial ArchitectureSerial Architecture

The blackhats activities are monitored and all the information cThe blackhats activities are monitored and all the information collected is routed to ollected is routed to 
another system that is protected by a firewall (Potential Evidenanother system that is protected by a firewall (Potential Evidence)ce)

The serial architecture forces the blackhat to go through the hoThe serial architecture forces the blackhat to go through the honeytrap to attack the neytrap to attack the 
production system thus exposing all attackers to the honeytrap mproduction system thus exposing all attackers to the honeytrap monitoring techniques onitoring techniques 

in the serial connection the honeytrap must handle all traffic gin the serial connection the honeytrap must handle all traffic going into the production oing into the production 
system and reroute the authorized user to the production system.system and reroute the authorized user to the production system.



Parallel Architecture Parallel Architecture 

The parallel configuration allows the honeytrap to be independenThe parallel configuration allows the honeytrap to be independent of the production t of the production 
system .system .

The information gathered about blackhat activities in the honeytThe information gathered about blackhat activities in the honeytrap is rerouted to a rap is rerouted to a 
separate, protected system.separate, protected system.



Parallel Architecture Parallel Architecture 



Parallel Architecture Parallel Architecture 

Both systems (honeytrap and production) must have been attacked independently.
parallel honeytrap architecture is likely to be more difficult to connect an intruder in the 
honeytrap to the intruder in the production system if the honeytrap is implemented in 
the parallel configuration since there is no direct connection between them as we had in 
the serial architecture.



Forensic Models

Forensic Models for Serial and Parallel Honeytrap ArchitecturesForensic Models for Serial and Parallel Honeytrap Architectures ::

–– Serial Forensic ModelSerial Forensic Model
–– Parallel Forensic ModelParallel Forensic Model



Serial Forensic ModelSerial Forensic Model

The forensic process begins The forensic process begins 
when the blackhat has entered when the blackhat has entered 
the honeytrap.the honeytrap.

Once the blackhat has gained Once the blackhat has gained 
access to the honeytrap, the access to the honeytrap, the 
Forensic Alert System (FAS) is Forensic Alert System (FAS) is 
activated. activated. 

The FAS is a system integrated The FAS is a system integrated 
into the honeytrap whose main into the honeytrap whose main 
purpose is to alert the purpose is to alert the 
production system of the attack production system of the attack 
in progress and to start the in progress and to start the 
monitoring of the blackhatsmonitoring of the blackhats’’
activitiesactivities



Serial Forensic ModelSerial Forensic Model

The forensic process begins when the blackhat has entered the hoThe forensic process begins when the blackhat has entered the honeytrap.neytrap.
Once the blackhat has gained access to the honeytrap, the ForensOnce the blackhat has gained access to the honeytrap, the Forensic Alert System (FAS) ic Alert System (FAS) 
is activated. is activated. 
The FAS is a system integrated into the honeytrap whose main purThe FAS is a system integrated into the honeytrap whose main purpose is to alert the pose is to alert the 
production system of the attack in progress and to start the monproduction system of the attack in progress and to start the monitoring of the blackhatsitoring of the blackhats’’
activities which could help to better prepare in case the attackactivities which could help to better prepare in case the attack expands into the expands into the 
production system.production system.



Parallel Forensic ModelParallel Forensic Model



Parallel Forensic ModelParallel Forensic Model

The states of the parallel forensic model are very similar to thThe states of the parallel forensic model are very similar to those of the serial forensic ose of the serial forensic 
model with one difference; in the parallel forensic model there model with one difference; in the parallel forensic model there are two processes are two processes 
ongoing concurrentlyongoing concurrently. . 

–– Process A is the honeytrap forensic process (HTFP)Process A is the honeytrap forensic process (HTFP)
–– Process B is the production system forensic process (PSFP).Process B is the production system forensic process (PSFP).



Parallel Forensic ModelParallel Forensic Model

The HTFP begins once the blackhat has entered the honeytrap and The HTFP begins once the blackhat has entered the honeytrap and the FAS is activated.the FAS is activated.
An alert is immediately sent to the production system, and the mAn alert is immediately sent to the production system, and the monitoring of the onitoring of the 
blackhatblackhat’’s activities begins. Once the blackhats activities begins. Once the blackhat’’s activities are detected, a forensic s activities are detected, a forensic 
investigation is performed with the information collected, and tinvestigation is performed with the information collected, and the results are safely he results are safely 
stored until needed.stored until needed.



Forensic InvestigationForensic Investigation

In both architectures, the forensic investigation procedure and In both architectures, the forensic investigation procedure and goal is the same. goal is the same. 

The forensic investigation is broken down into two separate inveThe forensic investigation is broken down into two separate investigations.stigations.

1.The forensic investigation begins in the evidence collected fr1.The forensic investigation begins in the evidence collected from the honeytrap, which om the honeytrap, which 
will refer to as Honeytrap Forensic Investigation (HTFI). will refer to as Honeytrap Forensic Investigation (HTFI). 

2.The forensic investigation based on the on the evidence collec2.The forensic investigation based on the on the evidence collected  from the production ted  from the production 
system, which we will refer to as Production System Forensic Invsystem, which we will refer to as Production System Forensic Investigation (PSFI).estigation (PSFI).

Both investigation will produce piece of the puzzle.Both investigation will produce piece of the puzzle.



Forensic InvestigationForensic Investigation

The goal in the HTFI is to produce a damage report and a signatuThe goal in the HTFI is to produce a damage report and a signature for the blackhat. For re for the blackhat. For 
example, suppose A is the blackhat that broke into the honeytrapexample, suppose A is the blackhat that broke into the honeytrap, then the HTFI will , then the HTFI will 
produce:produce:

1) A 1) A --> identity> identity 2) A 2) A --> tactics > tactics 
3) A 3) A --> tools   > tools   4) A 4) A --> targets > targets 
5) A 5) A --> other info> other info

Because less information about the blackhat is available in the Because less information about the blackhat is available in the production system, the production system, the 
blackhatblackhat’’s signature may only be partial. For example, suppose B is the bs signature may only be partial. For example, suppose B is the blackhat that lackhat that 
broke into the production system, then the PSFI might include: broke into the production system, then the PSFI might include: 

1) B 1) B --> tactics > tactics 2) B 2) B --> tools> tools
3) B 3) B --> targets > targets 4) B 4) B --> other info> other info



Forensic InvestigationForensic Investigation

An essential element of this investigation is to determine the iAn essential element of this investigation is to determine the identity of the intruder in dentity of the intruder in 
the production system. The PSFI  provides blackhat Bthe production system. The PSFI  provides blackhat B’’s partial signature and a damage s partial signature and a damage 
report, but not blackhat Breport, but not blackhat B’’s identity. s identity. 

The HTFI establishes blackhat AThe HTFI establishes blackhat A’’s identity, but A cannot be charged because he was in a s identity, but A cannot be charged because he was in a 
honeytrap, so no real damage can be shown in court. So, we need honeytrap, so no real damage can be shown in court. So, we need the identity of the identity of 
blackhat B to charging him with the damage report. blackhat B to charging him with the damage report. 

The question is, "How can we use what we know about blackhat A tThe question is, "How can we use what we know about blackhat A to discover who o discover who 
blackhat B is?" blackhat B is?" 
if we can show that the tactics, tools, targets, and other infoif we can show that the tactics, tools, targets, and other information signatures of rmation signatures of 

intruder B are identical to those of intruder A, we may be able intruder B are identical to those of intruder A, we may be able to make a compelling to make a compelling 
argument that A and B are the same person. If so, the match woulargument that A and B are the same person. If so, the match would enable the case to d enable the case to 
be pursuedbe pursued



ConclusionConclusion

In this presentation we present a new model for Computer and NetIn this presentation we present a new model for Computer and Network Forensics (CNF).work Forensics (CNF).

We give an implementation model for these architectures that illWe give an implementation model for these architectures that illustrate how these two ustrate how these two 
mutually exclusive technologies can be combined to improve Compumutually exclusive technologies can be combined to improve Computer and Network ter and Network 
Forensic Investigations.Forensic Investigations.
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